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Why do Massive Stars have Winds?

•The Eddington limit:

•Using line opacity:

•Allowing for optical thickness:
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Some Observations of Something



CAK Wind Theory
•Optical depth in an expanding wind:

•For a power-law line distribution:

•Mass-loss rate and terminal velocity are eigenvalues:
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The Devil is in the Details

Finite Disk
Opacities · Ionization · NLTE

Instabilities · Rotation



•Basal perturbations

•Imprinted structure

•Large scales (CIR, DAC, PAM)

Wind Structure

•Line driving is unstable

•Spontaneous structure

•Small scales (clumping)
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What Perturbs the Wind?

Pulsation? Magnetic Fields?
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Evidence for Circumstellar Structure 
around Magnetic Massive Stars

Hesser, Ugarte & Moreno (1977)

Walborn (1982)

Leone & Umana (1993)



MOST — Townsend et al. (in prep)



Empirical Models

Shore & Brown (1990)

“…an oblique rotator model 
that has hot gas trapped in 
a magnetosphere above the 

magnetic equator”
Landstreet & Borra (1978)



JOVIAN MAGNETOSPHERE 1505 

2.2596 4.3294 

L 
Fm.2. JUPITER. 

The Jovian surface is assigned the value of zero geopotential (unit geopotential is at z = co, 
L = 0), and the rotational distortion is evident at the poles where the radius is perceptibly less 
than at the equator. Beyond L = 2.26, the geopotential decreases and reaches zero again at 
L = 4.33. Dotted line shows a dipole field line out to this latter distance, wherein one sees that 

the maximum value of p encountered along this field line is about 0.47. 

Thus plasma can, in principle, accumulate somewhat closer than the force balance radius 
(by a factor (2~3)1’s = 0.87358). 

It is interesting to note that, although the centrifugal force terms are less effective at 
high latitudes, the L-dependence goes only as L1/* is less sensitive than one might have 
supposed. 

At an equatorial distance L(g) = 0) = 4.3294, the value of 9 has decreased to zero 
again. Statistical thermal equilibrium would be out of the question at or beyond this 
distance, for the plasma concentration would exceed that in the exosphere and further- 
more would increase with distance from the planet. 

For the Earth, a = O-998278, b = 0*001722, L, = 6.6178, LrB = 5.7812 and 
L(p, = 1) = 23.581. See Fig. 3. 

4. TRANSPORT OF PLASMA TO THE OUTER MAGNETOSPHERE 

(a> Exos#reric thermal escape 
We define the base of the exosphere to be where the mean-free path equals the scale 

height, namely 

H = kTx1JJHg.r = llnE~~~, (20) 
hence 

nb: = ~=g~~kT~~== 

= 6.397 x log/r, cm-s K-l (21) 
= 3.198 x log cm+ at r, = 2000°K. 

Here we assume that neutral monatomic hydrogen is the dominant constituent. The 
exosphere is somewhat difficult to treat in that local thermal equilibrium may not exist, 

Rigid Field Models
•Circumstellar material 
moves along rigid field lines

•Gravity & centrifugal force 
represented by effective 
potential Φe(s)

•Hydrostatic eqm. gives 
relative distribution of 
material:

Michel & Sturrock (1974)

(also, Havnes & Goertz 1984, Nakajima 1985)

⇢(s) = ⇢0 e��e(s) µmH/kT
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The Unusual X-rays of θ1 Ori C 

•Emission peak > 1keV

•Δv ~ 200 km/s

•T ~ 20-30 MK

•RX ~ 2 R⁎

Getman et al. (2005)

Gagné et al. (2005)



128 J. Babel & T. Montmerle: X-ray emission from Ap-Bp stars

Fig. 7. Schematic view of the model proposed for the X-ray emission
from IQ Aur (see text).

and a fixed value for L tags a dipolar magnetic field line. At the
magnetic equatorL = r/R!. The power released at the magnetic
equator, P eq

sh , is thus

P eq
sh = 2R2

!

!

1

2
!w,eqv

3
w,eq2"L"dL". (3)

where the integration is carried out between L = 1 and the
last closed shell LA = rA/R!. We define here LA as the locus
in the magnetic equatorial plane where equipartition between
the magnetic field and the gas is met. Density and velocity are
taken at the magnetic equator from the wind computation of
Sect. 3.2. The factor of 2 before the integral in Eq. 3 refers to the
two magnetic hemispheres. The power released per unit surface,
weq

sh, in the equatorial plane as a function of the distanceL in the
disk is shown in Fig. 8.a for two hypotheses. (1) If we consider
the whole limiting effect of the magnetic field geometry on the
wind (see Sect. 3.2), we observe that all the energy is dissipated
further than L = 1.6, with a maximum of weq

sh around L = 2.1.
No energy is deposited for L <! 1.6, as this region corresponds
to #! >! #lim (see Fig. 6). For this model we obtainP eq

sh = 5.5"
1030 erg.s#1, with 75% of the total luminosity being released
for L < 6.5. (2) We also show in Fig. 8 a simple case, where
the velocity law is taken from spherically symmetric models and
where we make the approximation that the magnetic field has no
effects on the wind structure except through the conservation of
mass between the stellar envelope and the magnetic field lines
(see. Sect. 3.2). In this case, a much larger energy is deposited in
the disk for L < 2.5. The total power released is, however, not
much increased and is # 1.3"1031 erg.s#1. From the Rankine-
Hugoniot jump relations in the case of a strong adiabatic shock
(Mach number $ 1), and for a ratio of specific heats $ = 5/3,
the temperature at the shock front is given by

Tsh = 0.188
µmp

kB
v2
w = 1.13 " 105 K [vw/(100km s#1)]2, (4)

where the mean molecular weight of the gas is µ = 0.5 for an
ionised H gas andmp is the proton mass. We first assume a shock
at the magnetic equator so that the preshock velocity vw = vw,eq .

Fig. 8. a Total power released at the shock by unit surface as a function
of distance for a shockfront in the magnetic equatorial plane. The solid
line is for a computation taking into account of the whole magnetic
field geometry. The dotted line is for an effect of the magnetic field
only through the conservation of flux between the envelope and the
wind. The vertical bar indicates the wind-limit (see Fig. 5). b Same as
in a but for the temperature reached at the shockfront for a shock in
the equatorial plane.

The temperature is plotted as a function of L in Fig. 8. We find
that the temperature lies in the range 3 " 106 % 9 " 106 K
for L > 1.6. We note that higher temperatures are reached in
the computations which include the whole effect of magnetic
confinement. This is linked to the divergence of magnetic field
lines which increases the wind velocity with respect to the non-
magnetic case (see Fig. 6).

4.2. The post-shock region

We can first get an order-of-magnitude estimate of the size of
the postshock region by assuming that the postshock matter
is in pressure equilibrium with the wind ram pressure, so that
NpshkBTpsh # !wv2

w = pram, with Npsh the number density
of particles, and by making the approximation for the postshock
domain of a cylindrical homegeneous region. We furthermore
assume that Tpsh = Tsh, where Tsh is given by Eq. 4. In this
case, the power emitted by the postshock region, P em

psh, is given
by

P em
psh # "R2

!L
2hpshn

2
eP (T ) (5)

where hpsh is the height of the postshock region above the disk,
P (T ) is the cooling function. Let us now consider an empty
magnetosphere at to. If we now switch on the radiation driven

Magnetically Confined Wind Shocks

•Wind streams from 
opposing footpoints 
collide

•Shocks propagate back 
down field lines

•Equilibrium reached 
when pre/postshock 
pressures in balance

•Three regions:
•wind upflow (cool, fast)

•postshock (hot, slow)

•disk (cool, stationary)

Babel & Montmerle (1997)
(also Usov & Melrose 1992)



Quantifying the Wind-Field Interaction

•Local ratio between magnetic and kinetic energy:

•Dipole field & β-law wind:

•Wind regimes bounded by RAlf = η⁎1/4 R⁎
•Field dominated —

•Wind dominated —
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Star η⁎ RAlf

θ1 Ori C 16 2
σ Ori E 107 30
ζ Ori 0.1 —

ud-Doula & Owocki (2002)
Owocki & ud-Doula (2004)

R⇤  r  RAlf

r > RAlf



Exploring η⁎ with MHD Simulations*

η⁎ = 0.1 η⁎ = 100

*ZEUS-2D; CAK line force; isothermal; no 
rotation

Asif ud-Doula



MHD Simulation* of θ1 Ori C

Asif ud-Doula
(see also Gagné et al 2005)

*ZEUS-2D; CAK line force; non-isothermal 
optically thin cooling; no rotation

η⁎ = 16



Return to Rigid Field Models 

•In the limit η⁎≫1, field completely dominates wind

•Field lines behave as rigid pipes guiding the wind flow

•Resurrect rigid field models:

•BUT: we can now fix the normalizing density ρ0 from the 
surface mass flux scalings found in MHD models

⇢(s) = ⇢0 e��e(s) µmH/kT



Rigidly Rotating Magnetosphere Models

Townsend & Owocki (2005)

β →
i →



RRM Model of σ Ori E



Models vs. Observations

Townsend, Owocki & Groote (2005)



Beyond RRM: Rigid Field Hydrodynamics 
Simulation* of σ Ori E

Townsend, Owocki & ud-Doula (2007)
Hill et al. (Poster  S2-11)

*VH-1; rigid field; CAK line force; rotation; 
optically thin cooling; inverse Compton 
cooling; thermal conduction;



Multi-wavelength Diagnostics from RF-HD 



Recent Developments: MHD Simulations* 
with Rotation

veq = 0 km/s veq = 125 km/s

*ZEUS-2D; CAK line force; isothermal; 
field-aligned rotation

Asif ud-Doula
(see also ud-Doula, Owocki & Townsend 2008)



Recent Developments: Angular Momentum 
Loss

Star η⁎ tspin (Myr)

θ1 Ori C 16 8
σ Ori E 105 1.4

HD 191612 8 0.4

8 A. ud-Doula, S. P. Owocki and R. H. D. Townsend

Figure 4. Plots of the full radius and time variation of J̇ , again computed for gas, magnetic and total components in the standard model, with the colour bar
normalized in units of the predicted dipole-WD scaling of equation (20).

Figure 5. Radial variation of gas, field and total angular momentum loss,
again scaled by the total loss in the dipole-WD model. The solid curves
show the time averages from the standard numerical simulation model,
while the dashed curves compare the corresponding WD scalings implied
by equation (15), using the Alfvén radius RA from the dipole equation (19)
assuming a ! = 1 velocity law and "! = 100.

As shown in fig. 8 of Paper II, the actual net mass-loss rates
in this parameter study of dipole winds show a significant decline
with increasing confinement parameter "!, fit roughly by the scaling
relation (given in equation 24 of Paper II),

ṀB

ṀB=0
" 1 #

!
1 # R!/Rc + 1 #

!
1 # 0.5 ! R!/RK , (22)

where Rc " R! + 0.7 (RA # R!) is a maximum ‘closure’ radius of
magnetic loops and RK = R!/W2/3 is the Kepler corotation radius.
The former accounts for the effect of the mass-loss ‘dead zone’ of
the closed magnetic loops, while the latter corrects for the eventual
centrifugal breakout that can occur from some initially closed loops
above the Kepler radius.

In previous discussions of rotational spin-down of magnetic
winds, this dead zone has generally been presumed (e.g. Mestel
1968a; Donati et al. 2006) to lead to a downward modification in
the net angular momentum loss that would otherwise occur, based
on the notion that the mass trapped in these closed loops does not

Figure 6. Time-averaged angular momentum loss for all the models (trian-
gles), plotted versus "! (on a log–log scale), for both the W = 1/4 (left-hand
panel) and W = 1/2 rotation cases. The squares compare the scalings pre-
dicted by the dipole-WD approximation (20).

(at least for loops closing below the Kepler radius) escape from the
star, and thus should not contribute to the angular momentum loss.

This notion seems partly based on the perception that the gas
itself is the principal direct carrier of the angular momentum loss.

C$ 2008 The Authors. Journal compilation C$ 2008 RAS, MNRAS

•MHD simulations 
reproduce Weber & Davies 
(1967) result:

•However, we must use 
RAlf appropriate to a dipole 
field:

•Spin-down time:

ud-Doula, Owocki & Townsend (2009)

J̇ =
2
3
Ṁ ⌦ R2

Alf

J̇ =
2
3
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Recent Developments: Direct 
Measurements of Magnetic Braking
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Key Concepts to Take Away...

⌘⇤ =
B2
⇤R

2
⇤

Ṁv1

tspin ⇡
3
2

k �1/2
⇤ tmass

— Magnetic confinement parameter

— Spindown time


